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Review Natural Language Processing (NLP)



Review

Experiment with Chatterbots
Objective – Learn about the 

capabilities and limitations of NLP 

by building our own chatbots.

Procedure – Use Pandorabots to 

program a bot using AIML (Artificial 

Intelligence Markup Language).

https://home.pandorabots.com
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Review - AIML

AIML Basics

<category>
<pattern>HELLO</pattern>
<template>Hi there!</template>

</category>

The basic unit of 

knowledge in AIML is called 

a category. 

Each category consists of 

an input question, an 

output answer, and an 

optional context.

The question, or stimulus, is 

called the pattern. The 

answer, or response, is 

called the template.



Review - AIML

AIML Basics

<category>
<pattern>HELLO</pattern>
<template>Hi there!</template>

</category>

The AIML pattern language is 

simple, consisting only of 

words, spaces, and wildcard 

symbols like *. 

The words may consist of 

letters and numerals, but no 

other characters (no 

punctuation). 

The pattern language is not 

case sensitive. 



Review - AIML

AIML Basics

<category>
<pattern>HELLO</pattern>
<template>Hi there!</template>

</category>

Template defines the bot's 

response to the matched 

pattern. 

Case does matter in the 

template! Your bot’s response 

will be returned to the user 

exactly as written between 

the template tags.



Review - AIML

Magic Wand
Inserts tags for a new category.

You only need to supply the text 

values for the <pattern> and the 

<template>



Review - AIML

<category>
<pattern>*</pattern>
<template>
<random>
<li>What was that?</li>
<li>I don’t understand</li>
<li>Can you say that more clearly?</li>

</random>
</template>
</category>

Randomized Responses



Review - AIML

Wild Cards

<category>
<pattern>MY NAME IS *</pattern>
<template> </template>

</category>

The * captures 1 or more 

words in the user input.

This pattern would match all 

of the following inputs:

Hello there!

Hello Kathy.

Hello my good friend.

The ^ captures 0 or more 

words in the user input. So it 

would capture all of the 

above plus “My name is” 



Review - AIML

Using the Wild Card

<category>
<pattern>MY NAME IS *</pattern>
<template>Hi, <star/></template>

</category>

Echo the word(s) captured 

by the * wild card with the 

<star/> tag.

This tag inserts what ever 

word or words were 

captured from the user 

input with the *

USER:  My Name is Zenon. 

BOT: Hi, Zenon. 



Review - AIML

Variables (Predicates)

<category>
<pattern>MY NAME IS *</pattern>
<template>Hi, <set name=“name”><star/></set></template>

</category>

<category>
<pattern>WHAT IS MY NAME</pattern>
<template>Your name is <get name=“name”/></template>

</category>

Set a Variable

Recall a Variable



Review - AIML

Remembering Context with <that>

<category>
<pattern>^ COFFEE ^</pattern>
<template>Do you like coffee?</template>

</category>

<category>
<pattern>YES</pattern>
<that>Do you like coffee</that>
<template>Do you prefer dark or medium roast?</template>

</category>

User: I should drink less coffee.

Bot: Do you like coffee?

User: Yes.

Bot: Do you prefer dark or medium roast?

User: I could go for a coffee or espresso.

Bot: Do you like coffee?

User: Yes.

Bot: Do you prefer dark or medium roast?



Review - AIML

Conditional Statement (version 1)

<category>
<pattern>TODAY IS *</pattern>
<template>
<think><set name=“today”> <star/></set></think>
<condition name=“today”>
<li value=“Monday”>The start of a new week.</li>
<li value=“Tuesday”>Tuesday already?</li>
<li value=”Wednesday>Halfway to the weekend!</li>
. . . 

</condition>
</template>

</category>

Using the <condition> tag, a 

bot can respond differently 

to the same input depending 

on the value of a variable.

The concept is the same as 

the IF / ELSE statements we 

were using with Javascript

If the User writes “Today is 

Tuesday” The bot responds 

with “Tuesday already.” 

If the User writes “Today is 

Monday” The bot responds 

with “The start of a new 

week”



Review - AIML

Conditional Statement (version 2)

<category>
<pattern>WHAT IS MY NAME</pattern>
<template>

<condition name=“name”>
<li value=“*”>Your name is <get name=“name”></li>
<li>You haven’t told me your name yet!</li>

</condition>
</template>

</category>   

Another way to use the 

conditional statement is to 

check the status of a variable 

to see whether it has been 

set or not. 

If it has been set, then there is 

one response. 

If it has not been set, then 

there is a different response.
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Learning <learn> and <learnf>

<category>
<pattern>THE SKY IS BLUE</pattern>
<template>Thanks, I will remember that information
<learn>
<category>
<pattern>WHAT COLOR IS THE SKY</pattern>
<template>The sky is blue</template>

</category>
</learn>

</template>
</category>

With <learn> users can 

generate new categories 

from a conversation.

Categories learned using 

<learn> will only be 

accessible during that 

conversation, and will 

eventually be cleared.

Categories learned using 

<learnf> will be written to 

a new AIML file and can 

be accessed by anyone 

talking with your bot. 
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Bot Training via Chat Widget

Clicking on this icon will allow 

you to chat with your bot and 

make modifications to the 

bot’s behavior without 

needing to write the code in 

AIML
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What are you
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These alterations to bot 

behavior are saved in 

another file under AIML. It 
is called pand_learn

When you chat with your 

bot, its operations will 
come from both the udc
and pand_learn files



Save all changes

And save often so 

you do not lose 

changes

Deploy your bot to 

the Directory

Test your bot to 

make sure it works



Competition

Procedure/Rules
1. Edit your bot; deploy it to the Directory

2. Interact with everyone’s bot

3. Complete Evaluation Form

Quasi Loebner Prize

Timeframe
6:00-7:15 – Bot editing and deployment

7:15-8:15 – Chat with the bots

8:15-8:30 – Calculate results & Awards


